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Originators (Name and Company):  Craig Rawlinson TPA  

Share File ref:   

Date: 10 November 2015  

Venue: Riverside House, Northampton  

Attending (Name and Company): Martin Seldon – Highways England (HE) 

Aoife O’Toole – AECOM 

Rob Sim-Jones – Northamptonshire CC (NCC) 

Jethro Punter – NCC 

Mark Draper – NCC 

Craig Rawlinson - TPA 

Andrew Snowden - TPA 

 

 

Apologies:  Steve Pearce – HE  

Client / TA circulation: Ashfield Land (AL) 

Turley Associates (TA) 

 

Circulation: Those present plus AL, TA and Bond Dickenson  

Key issues / matter discussed 

1. First full meeting of ‘Transport Working Group’. 
 

2. Comments on Draft Briefing Note 1 (Forecast Employee Numbers) by HE and NCC as follows: 
 

(i) Structure of report considered appropriate in principle; 

(ii) Clarification sought on employment densities.  Is it operational capacity at any one time or 
total jobs over 24 hours?  TPA confirmed it is considered to be total jobs over 24 hours 
and this is consistent with other DCO applications.  TPA will confirm with project team; 

(iii) Employment densities for rail-served and rail-connected were discussed as these are 
identified separately.  HE and NCC view is that the MDST assumptions are too optimistic 
and not in line with other DCO applications.  TPA will confirm with project team; and 

(iv) Phasing of employee numbers should be introduced, which considers the fact that rail-
connected and the associated lower densities, should only be applied once the rail head 
is in-situ.  TPA to discuss potential phasing with the team. 
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3. Comments on Draft Briefing Note 2 (Working Patterns) as follows; 
 

(i) Discussion on Chapter 3 ‘General Attendance Patterns’ and whether it is reasonable to 
assume temporary staff will be contracted-in when employees are on leave or are sick.  
HE stated this hasn’t been assumed on other DCOs and AECOM does not consider that 
it should be applied. TPA consider that absenteeism is a relevant parameter at this stage 
and will confirm with project team.  Also should assume it will operate on Bank Holidays 
(para 3.3); 

(ii) Discussion on Chapter 4 ‘Working Patterns Using First Principles’ and whether Brackmills 
is an appropriate proxy to assess spread of Occupational Groups, as it is considered to 
have a significant office proportion.  TPA suggested the Pro-Logis technical note could 
give a more standardised set of proportions for Occupational Groups.  Magna Park was 
also raised as a possibility.  It was noted by all that proportions may not be possible to 
assess specifically in relation to rail ’connected schemes but it was considered by all that 
the proportions are not likely to be significantly different.  TPA to consider occupational 
groups with project team and specifically Turley Associates; 

(iii) TPA queried whether HE can provide any thoughts on different approach if data on working 
patterns is not ultimately acceptable to it. HE will compare with what was done for East 
Midlands Gateway (one of the latest schemes reviewed by HE); and 

(iv) Confirmation sought on whether HGV drivers will be based at the site and therefore create 
their own car trips to their ‘place of work’ and also numbers of rail-specific employees 
whom are not connected with the warehouse uses (TPA noted other schemes had very 
low numbers of these at around 15).  TPA to confirm. 

4. TPA confirmed the project is currently being progressed with a lorry park and ancillary facilities. 

5. NCC expressed (again) its desire to avoid/minimise employee car trips on Northampton Road, but it 
supports sustainable travel trips (bus etc) on this corridor.  HE expressed its view that employee car 
trips exclusively using the trunk road network ‘junction hopping’ is not desirable.  TPA suggested 
impacts on local junctions once assessed, will help steer the best strategy; and that all options need 
to be left open at this stage. 

Agreed actions  

1. TPA to confirm queries on technical notes; and 
2. HE to confirm whether it would prefer an alternative approach that does not consider working 

patterns. 
 

 



 

 
 

Originators (Name and Company):  Michelle Berrington TPA  

Share File ref:   

Date: 1 December 2015  

Venue: The Cube, Birmingham  

Attending (Name and Company): Martin Seldon – Highways England (HE) 

Aoife O’Toole – AECOM 

Rob Sim-Jones – Northamptonshire CC (NCC) 

Jethro Punter – NCC 

Martin Draper – NCC 

Craig Rawlinson - TPA 

Michelle Berrington - TPA 

 

 

Apologies:  Steve Pearce – HE  

Client / TA circulation: Ashfield Land (AL) 

Turley Associates (TA) 

 

Circulation: Those present plus AL, TA and Bond Dickenson  

Key issues / matter discussed 

1. TPA advised that the ES scoping exercise was ongoing. 
 

2. TPA confirmed that the comments received from HE and NCC on the Draft Briefing Notes were 
currently being considered by the team and that the notes would be updated and re-issued by mid-
December.  It was agreed that the meeting scheduled for January would be used in part to consider 
any outstanding issues and agree them.  TPA confirmed that the reports would continue with the 
First Principles approach, with some assumptions remaining until a later date. 

 
3. It was agreed that the NCC area wide model should be used to determine the distribution of 

employees to the development site, if possible.  This could be undertaken initially using the current 
area wide model following improvements to local validation.  It was considered by HE / NCC that 
population growth in the area would be sufficient to serve the development and that the area wide 
model was appropriate to model the distribution of workers associated with it. 

 
 

4. Discussion regarding modelling; 
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a. NCC confirmed that the area wide model will need a local validation exercise in the area of 
the proposed development to provide finer detail of the highway network in that locality. 

b. JP to provide plan of network coverage and a link to the Local Model Validation Report 
(LMVR) for review. 

c. TPA to liaise with Milly Parveen of WSP (which maintains the model) regarding the validation 
required. 

d. NCC advised that the area wide model is currently being updated.  A programme for 
completion was not available.  It was agreed that the current model (once local validation is 
completed) could be used in advance of the updated model. 

e. HE confirmed that the area wide model is agreed with the strategic highway authority. 
f. NCC to confirm whether an interim design year for the new model will be developed and also 

to confirm whether the current design year is 2031. 
 

 
5. HE considered that rail connections to the site could only be made from 2026 onwards.  TPA to 

provide information regarding rail connectivity options.  Further, TPA to consider phasing with the 
team and the description of development which will then be assessed in the transport submissions. 
It was confirmed by TPA in the meeting that the site is not reliant upon the completion of HS2 for rail 
connections. [Post meeting note: agreements are already in place with network rail for connections 
from the railway line]. 

 
6. Further information was requested by HE / NCC regarding the freight traffic forecasts.  TPA to 

provide, once obtained from the team. 
 

7. HE confirmed that the proposed access junction from the A43(T) had been provided to A1+ for an 
initial review and this would identify whether they considered that there were any ‘show stoppers’.  It 
was reconfirmed that the principal of a new grade separated junction for the development was 
previously agreed with Jonathan Price of Highways England. 

 
8. TPA tabled the draft red line plan for comment from authorities as currently proposed to be submitted 

to PINS as a starting point.  Initial comments received that the redline may need to include the A43 
junction towards Abthorpe. 

 
9. TPA tabled a plan providing details of the traffic count data which had been undertaken to date by 

the consultant team.  It was considered that some of this data may be useful in the local validation 
exercise.  TPA to confirm that the surveys were not undertaken during school holidays. 

 
10. TPA confirmed that the HCA had confirmed that the employee densities were based on a full 24 hour 

period as opposed to a single shift, and that they are likely to change slightly.  This will be submitted 
in an updated technical note (see 2 above) 

 

Agreed actions  

1. TPA to updated the notes and issue mid-December; 
2. NCC to provide network plan and LMVR link to area wide model; 
3. TPA to liaise with WSP regarding local area validation updates to the area wide model; 
4. NCC to provide completion programme for updated area wide model; 
5. NCC to confirm design years for new area wide model; 
6. TPA to provide information regarding rail connectivity programme, phasing and description of 

development; 
7. TPA to provide further information regarding freight traffic forecasts; 
8. HE to provide feedback from A1+ on the access design; 
9. HE / NCC to provide comments on the draft redline plan as appropriate; 

 

 



 

 
 

Originators (Name and Company):  Michelle Berrington TPA  

Share File ref:   

Date: 12 January 2016  

Venue: Riverside House, Northampton  

Attending (Name and Company): Rob Sim-Jones – Northamptonshire CC (NCC) 

Jethro Punter – NCC 

Martin Draper – NCC 

Aoife O’Toole – AECOM 

Matt Jopp - AECOM 

Craig Rawlinson - TPA 

Michelle Berrington - TPA 

 

 

Apologies:  Steve Pearce – HE 

Martin Seldon - HE 

 

Client / TA circulation: Ashfield Land (AL) 

Turley Associates (TA) 

 

Circulation: Those present plus AL, TA and Bond Dickenson  

Key issues / matter discussed 

1. AO requested an amendment to the minutes of the November Transport Working Group TWG.  Item 
3(i) has subsequently been amended and the minutes issued to the TWG. 
 

2. TPA advised that the project is progressing within the development team, but that some items are 
taking more in depth analysis than originally expected.  TPA suggested that it may be prudent to 
postpone the meeting scheduled for February on this basis and TPA to advise in due course. 

 
3. TPA agreed that the Framework Assessment Methodology as set out in the Technical Notes is 

appropriate, acknowledging that some of the finer detail will come forward in due course. AECOM 
stated that they would prefer for the Framework Assessment Methodology to make reference to the 
four stage transport model going forward from now. 
 

4. AECOM and NCC requested one central case to be taken forward for their purposes, with 
accompanying sensitivity assessments. AECOM requested that the assessment years should meet 
the requirements of Circular 02/2013. 
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5. General discussion on the briefing notes as follows: 
 

a. AECOM requested comparisons with other freight facilities as a logic check. TPA noted that 
these were already included within the notes provided (eg DIRFT, East Midlands, Radlett 
etc); 

b. TPA confirmed that the B1 land-use identified is ancillary to the B8 uses; 
c. TPA to investigate further with the HCA the employee density trends, the proportions of office 

space, the reasons for the changing densities, and whether the data includes or excludes 
absenteeism (TPA noted absenteeism is inherent in TRICS data and currently consider it is 
appropriate on a first principles assessment). AECOM suggested that HCA is best placed to 
advise if absenteeism is captured in the HCA employment density figures and to advise on 
any other assumptions included; 

d. Shift patterns to be considered further by the development team.  AECOM suggested that 
shift patterns will vary in the source data and that a robust assessment should be used in the 
absence of a planning condition being agreed; 

e. TPA to review assumptions on GIA to GEA and where possible use actual proposed GEA; 
f. TPA advised that the truck-stop facility would be for use by occupiers only and therefore 

would not generate its own traffic movements. AECOM advised that a planning condition 
would be required to secure this, otherwise the likely trip generation of this facility would need 
to be included for a robust assessment; 

g. TPA reconfirmed that the HGV traffic distribution will be derived from the National Freight 
Model; 

h. TPA reconfirmed that the distribution of employees would be derived from the NCC SATURN 
model as previously agreed; 

i. The TWG team agreed that TRICS data did not appear to be as suitable as other sources of 
data, although AECOM and NCC commented that TRICS data should be compared to trip 
rates at other RFI’s and a clear explanation provided for any notable differences; 

j. TPA advised that the team is progressing the socio-economic assessment and this work will 
inform the transport elements and whether Brackmills is appropriate, or not; 

k. It was agreed that the mode share will need to take account of existing travel characteristics 
along with Travel Plan measures noting that RSJ advised in previous meetings [post meeting 
note: Meeting on 5th May 2014] that demand for non-car access would be high owing to the 
economical nature of the transport modes. AECOM advised that modal share is assessed at 
the opening year (fully operational) of the site, with reference to Circular 02/2013 and the 
scenario will need to be robustly evidenced. AECOM confirmed that the use of the distribution 
to inform mode share is suitable; 

l. TPA advised that once the distribution is completed within the SATURN model this will be 
used to inform the likely mode share; 

m. TPA to consider arrival and departure profiles for employees more fully to include departures 
in the morning peak and arrivals in the evening peak.  TPA confirmed this work is ongoing. 
AECOM suggest that this work is only undertaken if there is robust evidence to suggest 
different profiles would be likely; 
 

6. AECOM advised that Highways England have provided a formal response on the ES Scoping note. 
 

7. AECOM requested that modal shift (thereby reducing vehicular trips) for travel planning measures is 
not applied to the likely trip generation from the site. NCC indicated it would take a similar view.  TPA 
noted paragraph 33 of Circular 02/2013. However, AECOM confirmed its view that the paragraph of 
the Circular is never applied. TPA noted that is not its experience of a Circular. 

 
8. AECOM advised, with reference to Circular 02/2013, that an assessment of the final phase of 

development at its year of opening will be expected for the SRN, along with an assessment ten years 
after registration of the application or the plan end period for information purposes.  NCC will require 
an assessment of the impact of development at the plan end period. 
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Agreed actions  

1. TPA to advise on the need for the February meeting; 
2. TPA to investigate further with the HCA the available data; 
3. Shift patterns to be considered further by the development team; 
4. TPA to provide updated masterplan when available including GEA information; 
5. TPA to consider arrival and departure profiles for employees more fully to include departures in the 

morning peak and arrivals in the evening peak. 
 
Outstanding Actions from Previous Meetings 

6. TPA to provide information regarding rail connectivity programme, phasing and description of 
development; 

7. TPA to provide further information regarding freight traffic forecasts; 
8. HE / NCC to provide comments on the draft redline plan as appropriate; [post meeting note, can TPA 

assume that HE and NCC have no comments to make?] 
 

 



 

 
 

Originators (Name and Company):  Andrew Snowden TPA  

Share File ref:   

Date: 10 March 2016  

Venue: Colmore Plaza, Birmingham  

Attending (Name and Company): Martin Seldon – Highways England (HE) 

Aoife O’Toole – AECOM 

Matt Jopp - AECOM 

Rob Sim-Jones – Northamptonshire County Council (NCC) 

Jethro Punter – NCC 

Martin Draper – NCC 

Michelle Berrington - TPA 

Andrew Snowden - TPA 

 

 

Apologies:  None  

Client / TA circulation: Ashfield Land (AL) 

Turley Associates (TA) 

 

Circulation: Those present plus AL, TA and Bond Dickenson  

Key issues / matter discussed 

1. TPA provided an update on the progress of the scheme to date, including details of the latest site 
masterplan with an overview of the rail and express freight provisions. 
 

2. TPA also outlined the intention to provide separate Truck Park and Truck Stop facilities. TPA advised 
that the Truck Park would act as a ‘waiting area’ for HGV’s waiting for their delivery slot or restrictions 
on driving hours etc., whilst the Truck Stop would include facilities such as accommodation, showers 
and cafe for HGV drivers. TPA advised that both the Truck Park and the Truck Stop would be 
restricted for use by vehicles associated with Rail Central only.  
 

3. NCC advised that there is a need for truck stops locally, particularly along the A43 corridor, and asked 
that we consider making the truck stop facility available for public use.  
 

4. AECOM queried where the first level of security would be. TPA advised that security would be located 
so that any vehicles who turn into the site by mistake have sufficient space to turn around without 
impacting on the highway network and that the Truck Stop facility will have security. 
 

5. TPA tabled the proposed culvert design at Northampton Road, which would prevent the need for 
access at this point for HGVs and provide uninterrupted traffic flow on Northampton Road.  
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6. NCC advised that the structural details of the proposed culvert would need to be reviewed by NCC 
with findings reported to the Inspector. TPA to provide structural details alongside preliminary designs 
in order for NCC to review. 
 

7. TPA advised that the Briefing Notes have been updated and reflect the four stage transport model, 
as requested by AECOM. TPA aim to provide these to NCC, HE and AECOM by the end of the week, 
subject to a meeting with the Client team.  
 

8. TPA advised that the results of the SATURN modelling and the GB Freight Model (from MDS 
Transmodal) will form part of the trip distribution element of the four stage transport model. Therefore, 
the briefing notes to be provided will consider the four stage model up to that point. 
 

9. TPA confirmed that it has contacted the HCA, which clarified that the employment densities guide 
does not account for absenteeism, therefore TPA’s assessments will continue to take this factor into 
account. 
 

10. TPA tabled two option drawings for ghost island right-turn lanes on Northampton Road, to facilitate 
access for employees only. 
 

11. TPA confirmed that an initial run of the NCC SATURN model has been obtained from WSP to 
determine the distribution of traffic. TPA advised that this initial assessment included the site as a 
single zone with three access points (one on A43 and two on Northampton Road) within the model 
in order to establish the number of vehicles which would desire to use Northampton Road to access 
the site. 
 

12. TPA confirmed that the intention is for the two proposed junctions on Northampton Road to provide 
access to car parks for employees only, the capacity of which would limit the amount of vehicles that 
could be expected to use Northampton Road, along with other measures such as RPZs. TPA 
suggested that this could be managed through the use of parking passes, for example. 
 

13. NCC expressed concerns over the workability of this and suggested that occupiers would be unwilling 
to sign up to this system. NCC also suggested that the employees at distribution centres are transient 
in nature and it would therefore be difficult to implement any access restrictions.  
 

14. NCC requested examples of other distribution centres where restrictions on who can use different 
access points is in place. 
 

15. NCC suggested that SATURN model should be run with only a single access onto the A43. AECOM 
agreed with this and stated that TPA would need to demonstrate to local residents that access onto 
Northampton Road is required.  
 

16. AECOM queried the public transport strategy for the site. TPA advised that this was being progressed 
and are due to discuss this with the client as to whether buses can enter the site. AECOM commented 
that some units are around one kilometre away from Northampton Road. 
 

17. TPA outlined the current programme for submission, with an anticipated opening year of the first 
phase of development of around 2021. TPA also advised that current forecasts are for a 7.5 year 
build-out period, with full build-out therefore being in 2028. Further detail to be provided in due course. 
 

18. NCC advised that the future assessment year should be 2031, in line with the local plan period, and 
NCC’s SATURN model to be used to assess this. 
 

19. TPA confirmed that public consultations are due to be carried out in April / May 2016.  
 

20. TPA advised that the next TWG meeting (in April) will provide an update on the ongoing modelling 
work being undertaken, including preliminary results in order to form a platform for discussion of off-
site mitigation works required. It would also include discussions in preparation for the upcoming public 
consultations. TPA also advised that the TWG in May would provide feedback from the public 
consultations. 
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21. HE and AECOM advised that previous meeting minutes should be issued prior to each meeting, and
suggested that a written log should be kept indicating each party’s acceptance of the minutes.

Agreed actions 

1. TPA to provide updated briefing notes, subject to client comments;
2. TPA to discuss the public transport strategy for the site with the client team;
3. TPA to discuss with client team the possibility of allowing public use of the truck stop facility;
4. TPA to research examples of distribution centres which have restrictions to the use of access points;
5. TPA to reconfirm with AECOM, HE and NCC that previous meeting minutes are agreed;
6. Future meetings to be timetabled and agreed one week in advance whether the meeting is going

ahead.
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